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The new order: Large shifts in pricing power 

In recent months we have seen large falls in both commodity prices and inflation expectations. For 

listed European companies, the disinflationary pressure is even more aggressive. Weighting the 

components of CPI and PPI by their sector sales-weight in the market, we estimate selling prices 

are down 0.5% yoy. But while selling prices are under pressure input costs are falling; inflation in 

imported raw materials has been running at -4% to -7%. For those companies selling to the 

consumer, or at least with some pricing power, the relative moves in pricing should be supportive. 

No more ‘revenge of the old economy’ 

Recent moves in pricing between CPI, PPI, import inflation and commodity 

prices point to large shifts in relative pricing power for companies. The 

S&P GSCI commodity index is down 14% in euros since June, and raw 

material prices and PPI are running well below CPI. Unsurprisingly 

commodity-related sectors perform poorly as prices fall, but so do sectors 

further up the supply chain such as chemicals and industrials (see below). 

Consumers win 

Consumer sectors have gained historically. But for some, such as retail, 

structural changes have worked against this recently. Telecoms, media and 

healthcare tend to benefit as commodity and producer prices fall relative to 

CPI. This may seem counterintuitive as they are not known to have high 

commodity inputs, but they gain from not requiring higher commodity 

inflation to set their prices, and from the real income boost to consumers.  

Although at a price 

Producer sectors now offer a higher dividend yield than consumer sectors; 

the reverse was true in 2011 and 2012. But this shift in relative yield has 

merely tracked relative pricing power, and is not extreme compared to the 

pre-2003 period. Given recent moves in commodity prices and the further 

falls expected by our commodities team (in oil and copper), it is likely that 

downward pressure on producers’ selling prices will be persistent.  
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Pricing power, inflation and the impact of the new oil order 

In recent months we have seen large moves in commodity prices, together with the 

markets’ expectations for inflation. For the Euro area, medium-term inflation expectations 

measured by 5-year five years’ forward rates have moved down, to 1.9% from 2.1% in the 

spring. Meanwhile, current  headline inflation is not far from zero; it edged up from 0.3% in 

September to 0.4% in October. Our economists argue that while the likelihood of deflation 

in the Euro area appears low, even in the presence of a large negative output gap, 

inflationary pressures are likely to rise only slowly, once the recovery in demand becomes 

firmly established.  

Listed companies suffer from price deflation 

For listed companies, the disinflationary pressure is even more aggressive in our view. 

Weighting the various components of CPI and PPI (for example chemicals, communications, 

healthcare etc.) by their sector sales-weight in the European equity market we estimate 

that selling prices for corporates are down 0.5% over the past year, a reflection 

largely of the high percentage of the equity market in commodity-facing sectors.  The 

only time disinflationary pressures were notably worse than today was during the financial 

crisis, when the contraction in aggregate demand was far greater.  

Exhibit 1: Pricing for listed companies is running below that for general CPI... 
(% yoy): Euro area CPI inflation, price index reflecting equity market sectors: individual industry 

breakdown of CPI/PPI weighted by sector sales within the European equity market 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

But falling costs help some, especially in services where pricing 

power is greatest 

While selling prices are under pressure, many input costs are falling sharply. The fall in 

commodity prices is dragging down producer prices and the cost of imported goods for 

companies. Inflation in imported raw materials has been running at -4% to -7% in the 

last few months so for those companies selling to the consumer, or at least with some 

pricing power, the relative moves in pricing should be supportive (Exhibits 2 and 3).  
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Exhibit 2: ...although their costs are falling, both domestic... 

(% yoy, in euros), S&P GSCI Commodities index spot 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

Exhibit 3: ...and especially imports 

Euro area import price indices (EUR) 

 

Source: Statistical Office of European Communities via Haver. 

Wages, however, have proved relatively sticky, reflecting the persistent problems which 

Europe faces in its lack of labour market flexibility. And because growth has been so low, 

unit labour costs are still growing, albeit relatively slowly. If we compare our 

sector-weighted selling price inflation (currently at -0.5%) with a weighted-average of costs 

(assuming a 70% weight to unit labour cost growth and a 30% weight to producer price 

inflation) we find that selling prices are falling slightly faster than costs. 

Company margins have done well to stablise in the last year, perhaps gaining from falls in 

other costs (deprecation and amortization, provisioning for the banks, interest costs given 

the declines in debt levels and the falls in interest rates). Exhibit 4 shows the change in 

margins with selling pricing minus cost inflation. We note that comparing changes in 

selling prices with costs is one way to look at margins and not in our view the best way. 

We have shown in the past that the most important dynamic for driving changes in 

margins is the change in GDP growth. But of course these are not entirely independent 
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things: when GDP growth improves substantially, costs (some of which are fixed or sticky 

such as wages) are unlikely to grow as fast as selling prices or volumes.  

Exhibit 4: Margins have stabilised despite a quite weak mix of selling prices and costs (raw 

materials and labour costs) 
% difference in selling prices and cost inflation with % pt change in net income margin 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

While input costs are falling not everyone is gaining to the same extent. The Services PMI 

for the Euro area has shown gradually increasing selling prices since the end of 2012 but 

flat to down input prices. There is now a relatively sizeable gap in how the two have 

evolved, suggesting at least for services companies in Europe, that they are gaining from 

the lower input costs (Exhibit 5). 

Exhibit 5: Services companies have enjoyed better pricing power as output prices improve 

versus input costs... 

 

Source: Markit PMI via Haver. 

Conversely, for the manufacturers pricing seems to be more closely aligned with input 

costs. There is no obvious disconnect in recent months with falling input costs having been 

met with falling selling prices (Exhibit 6).  
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Exhibit 6: ....whereas the manufacturers have little pricing power with output prices 

hugging input costs 

 

Source: Markit PMI via Haver. 

Who is most sensitive to inflation? 

Exhibit 7 shows the correlation between relative sector price performance and CPI inflation 

over the last ten years. The sectors most positively correlated with inflation are in 

commodities or manufacturing. When inflation is higher, it is often because growth is 

improving and commodity prices are rising and sectors in these industries are able to 

push up prices. Conversely, the sectors negatively correlated with inflation (doing 

relatively well as inflation falls) are the more consumer areas or more service-orientated 

sectors. 

Exhibit 7: Sector correlations with CPI inflation 
Monthly changes in inflation compared with monthly changes in relative sector price 

performance 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

Retail has a high negative correlation; falling inflation has generally been good for the 

sector on a relative basis. Falling inflation often means better real income growth for 

consumers and retailers have more control on prices than sectors closer to the input costs. 

However, this dynamic has not worked in the last two years; inflation has fallen but the 

retail sector has been one of the weakest performers (Exhibit 8). 
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 Chemicals 0.49  Retail -0.53

 Oil & Gas 0.48  Media -0.52

 Basic Resource 0.31  Travel & Leis -0.40

 Utilities 0.27  Con & Mat -0.36
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Exhibit 8: Retail sector has underperformed as inflation has fallen 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

The retail sector has had less pricing power and less control over margins than was 

the case historically because the industry has changed, with the disruptive influence 

of the hard-discounters (which are generally privately owned) and the move to 

on-line. Even for retailers with an established online presence, these shifts have tended to 

put downward pressure on margins. We remain underweight retail in our recommended 

sector portfolio for precisely this reason. The gap between CPI inflation trends and the 

sector is shown above. Whereas falling inflation was once a clear positive it has seemingly 

swung to being a negative. Also, the BRC index (which tracks inflation in retail prices in the 

UK) has already moved into deflationary territory (undershooting broader inflation), as a 

large part of the listed retail sector is in the UK. 

For some sectors though, the relationships have held strongly. For chemicals and oil 

for example, which largely rely on marking-up commodity-related inputs, the 

performance as inflation has fallen has clearly deteriorated (Exhibit 9 shows chemicals’ 

relative performance with CPI inflation). Reading approximately from the chart, for 

chemicals to outperform, inflationary levels would need to rise above 1% again, something 

our economists do not forecast until 3Q 2015. 

Exhibit 9: Chemicals underperforms when inflation is low or falling 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 
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No more ‘revenge of the old economy’ 

The big shift in recent months has been not so much a fall in consumer price inflation 

(although that has certainly happened) as a large price decline in commodities – the S&P 

GSCI commodity index is down 14% in Euro terms since June. In the decade from 2003 to 

2012 commodity price inflation was high, helping to push up prices throughout the supply 

chain because of the long legacy of under-investment over the previous two decades 

(something which our commodities team termed ‘revenge of the old economy’). Exhibit 10 

shows that since 2012 the opposite has been true, a function of low aggregate demand 

globally and over-supply in many commodities.  

Exhibit 10: Commodity prices and inflation - no more ‘revenge of the old economy’ 

*S&P GSCI commodity spot index 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

Our commodities analysts have recently revised down their oil price forecasts (see, 

“Oil: The new oil order”, October 26, 2014) bringing forward their medium-term bearish oil 

outlook. They now forecast that prices will need to decline further in 2015 as: (1) 

accelerating non-OPEC production growth outside North America will outpace demand 

growth; (2) the scale and sustainability of US shale oil production is driving the global cost 

curve lower and sustaining cost deflation; and (3) OPEC will no longer act as the first-

mover swing producer and that US shale oil output will be called upon to fill this role. 

They argue oil prices will need to decline to slow US shale. They now forecast WTI crude 

oil at US$75/bbl for 1Q15, falling to US$70/bbl in 2Q15 before rising modestly back to 

US$75/bbl in 2H15. In 2016, they expect stabilising fundamentals with moderate cuts to 

OPEC production once a slowdown in US production growth is apparent. Their 2016 and 

long-term forecasts are now US$80/bbl WTI and US$90/bbl Brent. Uncertainty around the 

required price to slow US shale production growth is a key risk to their forecast. 

For other commodities, it depends on specific supply-demand dynamics and their 

exposure to China property in particular. Chinese GDP growth is expected to slow to 

7.2% in 2015 from 7.4% in 2014, with the commodity intensity of growth likely to slow 

given China’s focus on structural reforms. In our view, copper is most exposed to these 

trends. 

Lower energy prices, and more broadly lower commodity prices are likely to flow 

through to lower costs of production (via lower producer currencies or via reducing 

costs of fuel/explosives/tyres etc.) and thus lower cost support for commodities in 

balance/surplus.  
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Sector performance as commodity prices fall 

Sector performance versus commodity prices (relative to CPI) is shown in Exhibit 11. Again, 

commodity-related sectors perform poorly as commodity prices fall, but so too do 

sectors further up the supply chain such as chemicals and industrial goods & services.  

Exhibit 11: Sector correlations with commodity prices vs. CPI inflation since 2003 
Monthly changes in commodity prices vs inflation compared with monthly changes in relative 

price performance 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

The correlation in performance is not all that surprising for these producer sectors 

given that much of their demand in recent years has been driven by the commodity 

super cycle and/or growth in EM infrastructure demand, both of which are now slowing. 

As these have slowed earnings and valuations have started to decline. Exhibit 12 shows the 

S&P GSCI commodities index in euro terms with EPS for capital goods and chemicals 

(which have moved remarkably closely over time). Some of this of course is because 

commodities reflect the demand cycle globally, and weak or strong global growth is also 

what is driving both commodity prices and the earnings for these sectors. Nonetheless, we 

think a substantial amount of what has driven these sectors, earnings especially since 2009, 

has been demand from commodity or EM-related areas, especially as the economic 

recoveries in Europe and the US have been relatively weak (see “GOAL- Global Strategy 

Paper No. 16, Adventures in Wonderland”, October 21, 2014). 

Exhibit 12: The super cycle in commodities has boosted earnings up the value-chain 

EPS for European capital goods and chemicals indexed to 100 in 2000 

 

Source: Worldscope, Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 
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Among sectors negatively correlated as commodity prices fall, retail again scores well. But 

as before we would see the advantages of falling commodity prices being outweighed by 

some of the structural problems in the industry. 

Telecoms, media and healthcare score highly here. They benefit as commodity prices 

fall relative to CPI, which may seem counterintuitive as they are not known to have 

high commodity costs. However, on a relative basis they gain from not requiring 

higher commodity price inflation to set their prices, and from being exposed more to 

services and the consumer (consumers should benefit as oil prices and others fall) 

rather than producer areas.  

Autos’ relative performance has very little correlation with commodity price moves and 

neither does that of construction and materials. These are consumer-focused sectors but 

are also very cyclical and economy-driven. As such, falling commodity prices help costs 

but are generally associated with poor demand, illustrating the difficulty of disentangling 

the two factors.   

Consumer vs. producers 

One way of summarising this is to look at consumer versus producer sectors. Consumer 

sectors tend to outperform as CPI is rising versus PPI, and this has been true for the last 

three years. Prior to this though, in the period from 1999 to around 2011, the producer 

sectors tended to perform better.  

Exhibit 13: Consumer sectors have outperformed as CPI has risen faster than PPI... 
*Consumer: autos, retail, travel & leisure, healthcare, media, real estate, telecoms, food & 

beverages, personal & household goods. Producer: oil & gas, basic resources, chemicals, 

industrial goods & services, construction & mats 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

Producer and commodity sectors in particular now offer a higher dividend yield than the 

consumer sectors (this was not the case in 2011 and 2012 and indeed the reverse was true). 
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Exhibit 14: ...but the yield offered by consumer sectors is now low, especially relative to 

commodity–related ones… 
* Consumer: autos, retail, travel & leisure, healthcare, media, real estate, telecoms, food & 

beverages, personal & household goods. Commodity sectors: oil & gas, chemicals, basic 

resources 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 

Is this premium for consumer stocks too much? As shown in Exhibit 15, the premium is 

very much a function of the relative moves in pricing power. The difference in yields at the 

moment is not extreme compared to that prior to 2003. Given recent moves in commodity 

prices, and the further falls expected by our commodities team (especially in oil and 

copper), it is likely that downward pressure on producers selling prices will be persistent.  

Exhibit 15: …because of the swing in relative pricing power – consumer pricing is stickier 

and consumer-related sectors should gain  
* Consumer: autos, retail, travel & leisure, healthcare, media, real estate, telecoms, food & 

beverages, personal & household goods. Commodity sectors: oil & gas, chemicals, basic 

resources 

 

Source: Datastream, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research. 
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group may vary as determined by the regional Investment Review Committee. Regional Conviction Buy and Sell lists represent investment 

recommendations focused on either the size of the potential return or the likelihood of the realization of the return.    

Return potential represents the price differential between the current share price and the price target expected during the time horizon associated 

with the price target. Price targets are required for all covered stocks. The return potential, price target and associated time horizon are stated in each 

report adding or reiterating an Investment List membership.   

Coverage groups and views: A list of all stocks in each coverage group is available by primary analyst, stock and coverage group at 

http://www.gs.com/research/hedge.html. The analyst assigns one of the following coverage views which represents the analyst's investment outlook 

on the coverage group relative to the group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Attractive (A). The investment outlook over the following 12 

months is favorable relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Neutral (N). The investment outlook over the 

following 12 months is neutral relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation.  Cautious (C). The investment outlook over 

the following 12 months is unfavorable relative to the coverage group's historical fundamentals and/or valuation.   

Not Rated (NR). The investment rating and target price have been removed pursuant to Goldman Sachs policy when Goldman Sachs is acting in an 

advisory capacity in a merger or strategic transaction involving this company and in certain other circumstances.  Rating Suspended (RS). Goldman 

Sachs Research has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, because there is not a sufficient fundamental basis for 

determining, or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, an investment rating or target. The previous investment rating and 

price target, if any, are no longer in effect for this stock and should not be relied upon.  Coverage Suspended (CS). Goldman Sachs has suspended 

coverage of this company.  Not Covered (NC). Goldman Sachs does not cover this company.  Not Available or Not Applicable (NA). The 

information is not available for display or is not applicable.  Not Meaningful (NM). The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded.   

Global product; distributing entities 

The Global Investment Research Division of Goldman Sachs produces and distributes research products for clients of Goldman Sachs on a global 

basis. Analysts based in Goldman Sachs offices around the world produce equity research on industries and companies, and research on 

macroeconomics, currencies, commodities and portfolio strategy. This research is disseminated in Australia by Goldman Sachs Australia Pty Ltd 

(ABN 21 006 797 897); in Brazil by Goldman Sachs do Brasil Corretora de Títulos e Valores Mobiliários S.A.; in Canada by either Goldman Sachs 

Canada Inc. or Goldman, Sachs & Co.; in Hong Kong by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C.; in India by Goldman Sachs (India) Securities Private Ltd.; in 

Japan by Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.; in the Republic of Korea by Goldman Sachs (Asia) L.L.C., Seoul Branch; in New Zealand by Goldman Sachs 

New Zealand Limited; in Russia by OOO Goldman Sachs; in Singapore by Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte. (Company Number: 198602165W); and in 

the United States of America by Goldman, Sachs & Co. Goldman Sachs International has approved this research in connection with its distribution in 

the United Kingdom and European Union.  

European Union: Goldman Sachs International authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 

and the Prudential Regulation Authority, has approved this research in connection with its distribution in the European Union and United Kingdom; 

Goldman Sachs AG and Goldman Sachs International Zweigniederlassung Frankfurt, regulated by the Bundesanstalt für 

Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, may also distribute research in Germany.  

General disclosures 

This research is for our clients only. Other than disclosures relating to Goldman Sachs, this research is based on current public information that we 

consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. We seek to update our research as 

appropriate, but various regulations may prevent us from doing so. Other than certain industry reports published on a periodic basis, the large 

majority of reports are published at irregular intervals as appropriate in the analyst's judgment. 

Goldman Sachs conducts a global full-service, integrated investment banking, investment management, and brokerage business. We have 

investment banking and other business relationships with a substantial percentage of the companies covered by our Global Investment Research 

Division. Goldman, Sachs & Co., the United States broker dealer, is a member of SIPC (http://www.sipc.org).  

Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our clients and our 

proprietary trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management area, our 

proprietary trading desks and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views 

expressed in this research. 

The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including Goldman Sachs salespersons and traders, or may 

discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of the equity 

securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analyst's published price target expectations for such stocks. Any 

such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the analyst's fundamental equity rating for such stocks, which rating reflects a stock's 

return potential relative to its coverage group as described herein. 

We and our affiliates, officers, directors, and employees, excluding equity and credit analysts, will from time to time have long or short positions in, 

act as principal in, and buy or sell, the securities or derivatives, if any, referred to in this research.  

The views attributed to third party presenters at Goldman Sachs arranged conferences, including individuals from other parts of Goldman Sachs, do 

not necessarily reflect those of Global Investment Research and are not an official view of Goldman Sachs. 

Any third party referenced herein, including any salespeople, traders and other professionals or members of their household, may have positions in 

the products mentioned that are inconsistent with the views expressed by analysts named in this report. 

This research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be 

illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of 

individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation in this research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if 

appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice. The price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from them 

may fluctuate. Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. 

Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments.  

Certain transactions, including those involving futures, options, and other derivatives, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. 

Investors should review current options disclosure documents which are available from Goldman Sachs sales representatives or at 

http://www.theocc.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp. Transaction costs may be significant in option strategies calling for multiple purchase 

and sales of options such as spreads. Supporting documentation will be supplied upon request.  
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